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Abstract—In recent years, the boundaries between e-commerce and social networking have become increasingly blurred. Many
e-commerce websites support the mechanism of social login where users can sign on the websites using their social network
identities such as their Facebook or Twitter accounts. Users can also post their newly purchased products on microblogs with links
to the e-commerce product web pages. In this paper we propose a novel solution for cross-site cold-start product recommendation
which aims to recommend products from e-commerce websites to users at social networking sites in “cold-start” situations, a
problem which has rarely been explored before. A major challenge is how to leverage knowledge extracted from social networking
sites for cross-site cold-start product recommendation.
We propose to use the linked users across social networking sites and e-commerce websites (users who have social networking
accounts and have made purchases on e-commerce websites) as a bridge to map users’ social networking features to
another feature representation for product recommendation. In specific, we propose learning both users’ and products’ feature
representations (called user embeddings and product embeddings, respectively) from data collected from e-commerce websites
using recurrent neural networks and then apply a modified gradient boosting trees method to transform users’ social networking
features into user embeddings. We then develop a feature-based matrix factorization approach which can leverage the learnt
user embeddings for cold-start product recommendation. Experimental results on a large dataset constructed from the largest
Chinese microblogging service S INA W EIBO and the largest Chinese B2C e-commerce website J ING D ONG have shown the
effectiveness of our proposed framework.
Index Terms—e-commerce, product recommender, product demographic, microblogs, recurrent neural networks
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I NTRODUCTION

In recent years, the boundaries between e-commerce
and social networking have become increasingly
blurred. E-commerce websites such as eBay features
many of the characteristics of social networks, including real-time status updates and interactions between
its buyers and sellers. Some e-commerce websites
also support the mechanism of social login, which
allows new users to sign in with their existing login
information from social networking services such as
Facebook, Twitter or Google+. Both Facebook and
Twitter have introduced a new feature last year that
allow users to buy products directly from their websites by clicking a “buy” button to purchase items
in adverts or other posts. In China, the e-commerce
company A LIBABA has made a strategic investment
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in S INA W EIBO1 where A LIBABA product adverts can
be directly delivered to S INA W EIBO users. With the
new trend of conducting e-commerce activities on
social networking sites, it is important to leverage
knowledge extracted from social networking sites for
the development of product recommender systems.
In this paper, we study an interesting problem of
recommending products from e-commerce websites to
users at social networking sites who do not have historical purchase records, i.e., in “cold-start” situations.
We called it cross-site cold-start product recommendation.
Although online product recommendation has been
extensively studied before [1], [2], [3], most studies
only focus on constructing solutions within certain ecommerce websites and mainly utilise users’ historical
transaction records. To the best of our knowledge,
cross-site cold-start product recommendation has been
rarely studied before.
In our problem setting here, only the users’ social
networking information is available and it is a challenging task to transform the social networking information into latent user features which can be effectively used for product recommendation. To address
1. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/04/29/net-us-sinaweiboalibaba-stake-idUSBRE93S0DA20130429
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this challenge, we propose to use the linked users
across social networking sites and e-commerce websites (users who have social networking accounts and
have made purchases on e-commerce websites) as a
bridge to map users’ social networking features to latent features for product recommendation. In specific,
we propose learning both users’ and products’ feature
representations (called user embeddings and product
embeddings, respectively) from data collected from ecommerce websites using recurrent neural networks
and then apply a modified gradient boosting trees
method to transform users’ social networking features
into user embeddings. We then develop a featurebased matrix factorization approach which can leverage the learnt user embeddings for cold-start product
recommendation.
We built our dataset from the largest Chinese microblogging service S INA W EIBO2 and the largest Chinese B2C e-commerce website J ING D ONG3 , containing
a total of 20,638 linked users. The experimental results
on the dataset have shown the feasibility and the
effectiveness of our proposed framework.
Our major contributions are summarised below:
• We formulate a novel problem of recommending
products from an e-commerce website to social
networking users in “cold-start” situations. To the
best of our knowledge, it has been rarely studied
before.
• We propose to apply the recurrent neural networks for learning correlated feature representations for both users and products from data
collected from an e-commerce website.
• We propose a modified gradient boosting trees
method to transform users’ microblogging attributes to latent feature representation which can
be easily incorporated for product recommendation.
• We propose and instantiate a feature-based matrix factorization approach by incorporating user
and product features for cold-start product recommendation.
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user has a |A|-dimensional microblogging feature vector au , in which each entry au,i is the attribute value
for the i-th microblogging attribute feature.
With the notations introduced above, we define
our recommendation problem as follows. We consider
a cross-site cold-start scenario: a microblogging user
u0 ∈
/ U is new to the e-commerce website, who has no
historical purchase records. It is easy to see u0 ∈
/ U L,
L
too, since we have U ⊂ U. We aim to generate a
personalised ranking of recommended products for
u0 based on her microblogging attributes au0 .
Due to the heterogeneous nature between these
two different data signals, information extracted from
microblogging services cannot usually be used directly for product recommendation on e-commerce
websites. Therefore, one major challenge is how to
transform users’ microblogging attribute information
au0 into another feature representation vu0 , which can
be used more effectively for product recommendation.
Here, we call au0 the original or microblogging feature
representation and vu0 the (heterogeneous) transformed
feature representation, respectively.
Next, we will study how to extract microblogging
features and transform them into a distributed feature representation before presenting a feature-based
matrix factorization approach, which incorporates the
learned distributed feature representations for product recommendation. The entire workflow of our solution is shown in Figure 1 which consists of four
major steps splitting into feature mapping and product
recommendation, which will be discussed in Section 3
and 4 respectively.

Social media website

Feature mapping
❶ Extracted
from social media
Product
recommendation

E-commerce website

❸ Heterogeneous feature
mapping using MART

❷ Trained with
purchase record
using Paragraph2Vec

❹ Feature-based matrix factorization with
both

and the fitted

Fig. 1. The workflow diagram for our presented solution.

P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

Given an e-commerce website, let U denote a set of
its users, P a set of products and R a |U| × |P|
purchase record matrix, each entry ru,p of which is
a binary value indicating whether u has purchased
product p. Each user u ∈ U is associated with a set
of purchased products with the purchase timestamps.
Furthermore, a small subset of users in U can be
linked to their microblogging accounts (or other social
network accounts), denoted as U L . As such, each
user u ∈ U L is also associated with their respective
microblogging attribute information. Let A denote the
set of microblogging features, and each microblogging
2. http://weibo.com
3. http://www.jd.com

3 E XTRACTING AND R EPRESENTING
CROBLOGGING ATTRIBUTES

MI-

Our solution to microblogging feature learning consists of three steps:
• Prepare a list of potentially useful microblogging
attributes and construct the microblogging feature vector au for each linked user u ∈ U L ;
• Generate
distributed feature representations
{vu }u∈U using the information from all the users
U on the e-commerce website through deep
learning;
• Learn the mapping function, f (au ) → vu , which
transforms the microblogging attribute information au to the distributed feature representations
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vu in the second step. It utilises the feature representation pairs {au , vu } of all the linked users
u ∈ U L as training data.
3.1

Microblogging Feature Selection

In this section, we study how to extract rich user
information from microblogs to construct au for a
microblogging user. We consider three groups of attributes.
Demographic Attributes
A demographic profile (often shortened as “a demographic”) of a user such as sex, age and education can
be used by e-commerce companies to provide better
personalised services. We extract users’ demographic
attributes from their public profiles on S INA W EIBO.
Demographic attributes have been shown to be very
important in marketing, especially in product adoption for consumers [4]. Following our previous study
[5], we identify six major demographic attributes:
gender, age, marital status, education, career and
interests.To quantitatively measure these attributes,
we have further discretized them into different bins
following our previously proposed method described
in [5].
Text Attributes
Recent studies have revealed that microblogs contain
rich commercial intents of users [5], [6]. Also, users’
microblogs often reflect their opinions and interests
towards certain topics. As such, we expect a potential
correlation between text attributes and users’ purchase preferences. We perform Chinese word segmentation and stopword removal before extracting two
types of text attributes below.
Topic distributions. Seroussi et al. ([7]) proposed
to extract topics from user-generated text using the
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model for recommendation tasks. Follow the same idea, we first aggregate all the microblogs by a user into a document,
and then run the standard LDA to obtain the topic
distributions for each user. The benefits of topics
distributions over keywords are two fold. First, the
number of topics is usually set to 50 ∼ 200 in practice,
which largely reduces the number of dimensions to
work with. Second, topic models generate condense
and meaningful semantic units, which are easier to
interpret and understand than keywords.
Word embeddings. Standard topic models assume
individual words are exchangeable, which is essentially the same as the bag-of-words model assumption.
Word representations or embeddings learned using
neural language models help addressing the problem of traditional bag-of-word approaches which fail
to capture words’ contextual semantics [8], [9]. In
word embeddings, each dimension represents a latent
feature of the word and semantically similar words
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are close in the latent space. We employ the Skipgram model implemented by the tool word2vec4 to
learn distributed representations of words. Finally, we
average the word vectors of all the tokens in a user’s
published document as the user’s embedding vector.
Network Attributes
In the online social media space, it is often observed
that users connected with each other (e.g., through
following links) are likely to share similar interests.
As such, we can parse out latent user groups by the
users’ following patterns assuming that users in the
same group share similar purchase preferences.
Latent group preference. Since it is infeasible to
consider all users on W EIBO and only keeping the
top users with the most followers would potentially
miss interesting information, we propose to use topic
models to learn latent groups of followings as in [10].
We treat a following user as a token and aggregate all
the followings of a user as an individual document.
In this way, we can extract latent user groups sharing
similar interests (called “following topics”), and we
represent each user as a preference distribution over
these latent groups.
Temporal Attributes
Temporal activity patterns are also considered since
they reflect the living habits and lifestyles of the
microblogging users to some extent. As such, there
might exist correlations between temporal activities
patterns and users’ purchase preferences.
Temporal activity distributions. We consider two
types of temporal activity distributions, namely daily
activity distributions and weekly activity distributions. The daily activity distribution of a user is characterised by a distribution of 24 ratios, and the i-th ratio
indicates the average proportion of tweets published
within the i-th hour of a day by the user; similarly
weekly activity distribution of a user is characterised
by a distribution of seven ratios, and the i-th ratio
indicates the average proportion of tweets published
within the i-th day of a week by the user.
We summarize all types of features in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Categorisation of the microblogging features. The
number of feature dimensions are shown in
parentheses.
Categories
Demographic
Attributes
Text
Attributes
Network Attributes
Temporal
Attributes

Features
Gender (2), Age (6), Marital status (10),
Education (7), Career (9), Interests (6)
Topic distributions (50),
Word embeddings (50)
Latent group preference (50)
Daily activity distribution (24),
Weekly activity distribution (7)

4. https://code.google.com/p/word2vec
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3.2 Distributed Representation Learning With Recurrent Neutral Networks
In Section 3.1, we have discussed how to construct
the microblogging feature vector au for a user u.
However, it is not straightforward to establish connections between au and products. Intuitively, users and
products should be represented in the same feature
space so that a user is closer to the products that
she has purchased compared to those she has not.
Inspired by the recently proposed methods in learning
word embeddings using recurrent neutral networks
[8], [9], we propose to learn user embeddings or
distributed representation of user vu in a similar way.
Learning Product Embeddings
Before presenting how to learn user embeddings, we
first discuss how to learn product embeddings. The
neural network methods, word2vec, proposed in [8],
[9] for word embedding learning can be used to model
various types of sequential data. The core idea can
be summarised as follows. Given a set of symbol
sequences, a fixed-length vector representation for
each symbol can be learned in a latent space by
exploiting the context information among symbols, in
which “similar” symbols will be mapped to nearby
positions. If we treat each product ID as a word token,
and convert the historical purchase records of a user
into a timestamped sequence, we can then use the
same methods to learn product embeddings. Unlike
matrix factorization, the order of historical purchases
from a user can be naturally captured.
We consider two simple recurrent neutral architectures proposed in [11] to train product embeddings, namely, the Continuous Bag-Of-Words model
(CBOW) and the Skip-gram model. The major difference between these two architectures lies in the direction of prediction: CBOW predicts the current product
using the surrounding context, i.e., P r(pt |context),
while Skip-gram predicts the context with the current
product, i.e., P r(context|pt ). In our experiments, the
context is defined as a window of size 4 surrounding a target product pt which contains two products
purchased before and two after pt . More formally,
each product pt is modeled as a unique latent embedding vector vpt , and the associated context vector
is obtained to average the vectors of the context
information as vcontext . For CBOW, the conditional
prediction probability is characterized by a softmax
function as follows
exp(vp>t · vcontext )
.
P r(pt |context) = P
>
p exp(vp · vcontext )
To optimize for computing exponential sum probabilities, hierarchical softmax and negative sampling techniques are commonly used to speed up the training
process. At each training iteration, we sample a target
product together with their context window, and then
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update the parameters with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) using the gradients derived by backpropogation. Learning for Skip-gram is done in a similar
way, which is omitted here.
Learning User Embeddings
Given product embeddings, if we can learn user
embeddings in a similar way, then we can explore the
correlated representations of a user and products for
product recommendation. We borrow the idea from
the recently proposed Paragraph Vector (para2vec)
method [9], which learns feature representations from
variable-length pieces of texts, including sentences,
paragraphs, and documents. We implement a simplified version of para2vec at the sentence level as
follows. The purchase history of a user can be considered as a “sentence” consisting of a sequence of
product IDs as word tokens. A user ID is placed at
the beginning of each sentence, and both user IDs
and product IDs are treated as word tokens in a vocabulary in the learning process. During training, for
each sentence, the sliding context window will always
include the first word (i.e., user ID) in the sentence.
In this way, a user ID is essentially always associated
with a set of her purchase records (a context window
of 4 products at a time). We can then use the same
learning procedure in word2vector for the estimation
of P r(context|pt ) and P r(pt |context). We present an illustrative example of these two architectures in Fig. 2.
After learning, we separate user embeddings from
product embeddings and use vu and vp to denote
the learnt K-dimensional embedding for user u and
product p respectively.
The rationales of applying para2vec to model purchase data can be explained below. First, the user
embedding representation for each user ID reflects the
users’ personalized purchase preference; Second, the
surrounding context, i.e., product purchases, is used
to capture the shared purchase patterns among users.
Compared to the traditional matrix factorization [12],
the (window-based) sequential context is additionally
modeled in addition to user preference, which is
expected to potentially yield better recommendation
results.
3.3 Heterogenous Representation Mapping using
Gradient Boosting Regression Trees
We have presented how to construct a microblogging
feature vector au from a microblogging site and learn
a distributed representation vu from an e-commerce
website respectively. In the cross-site cold-start product recommendation problem we considered in this
paper (i.e., make a product recommendation to a user
u who has never purchased any products from an ecommerce website), we can only obtain the microblogging feature vector au for user u. The key idea is to use
a small number of linked users across sites as a bridge
to learn a function which maps the original feature
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and then set the region fitting coefficient for Rj to the
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Fig. 2. Two architectures to learn both product and
user embeddings. Here u denote a user ID. The major
difference between para2vec and word2vec lies in the
incorporation of user ID as additional context.

representation au to the distributed representation vu .
Specifically, we can construct a training set consisting
of feature vector pairs, {au , vu }u∈U L and cast the
feature mapping problem as a supervised regression
task: the input is a microblogging feature vector au
and the output is a distributed feature vector vu .
Assume that vu contains K dimensions, we need to
learn a set of K functions {f (i) }K
i=1 , and the i-th function f (i) takes the original feature vector of a user u
as the input and returns the corresponding i-th transformed feature value vu,i , i.e., vu,i = f (i) (a(u) ). We
extend the Multiple Additive Regression Tree (MART)
[13] method to learn feature mapping functions since
it is powerful to capture higher-order transformation
relationship between input and output.
A brief Introduction of MART
Gradient boosting algorithms aim to produce an ensemble of weak models that together form a strong
model in a stage-wise process. Typically, a weak
model is a J-terminal node Classification And Regression Tree (CART) [14] and the resulting gradient
boosting algorithm is called Multiple Additive Regression Tree (MART) [13]. An input feature vector
x ∈ Rd is mapped to a score F (x) ∈ R.
The final model is built in a stage-wise process by
performing gradient descent in the function space. At
the mth boosting,
Fm (x) = Fm−1 (x) + ηρm hm (x; a),

(1)

where each hm (·) is a function parameterised by
am , ρm ∈ R is the weight associated with the mth
function, and 0 < η ≤ 1 is the learning rate. The learning procedure of gradient boosting consists of two
alternative steps in the m-th iteration: first fit a new
component function hm by using the steepest-descent
method, and then minimize the loss function to derive
the ensemble weight ρm for the learnt learner. At
each iteration, we use the regularized squared error
function to learn a new CART component: we first

An issue about the gradient boosting algorithm is
that it tends to overfit the training data. It has been
previously shown that the incorporation of randomized feature sampling improves the tree based ensemble methods in Random Forest [15]. Inspired by the
idea, we propose to use an attribute-level importance
sampling method where each attribute is assigned
with an importance score and at each node split in
building the MART trees, we only sample a fraction
of attributes (empirically set to 23 ) based on each
attribute’s importance score instead of enumerating
all the attributes. Once an attribute is sampled, its
corresponding attribute value features will be selected
subsequently. The importance score of each attribute
is set to the proportion of the attribute values that
can be extracted from the users’ public profiles on
S INA W EIBO. Another benefit of completeness-based
sampling is that attributes with a larger proportion
of missing values will be more likely to be pushed
to the leaf nodes, which alleviates the missing value
problem in regression trees.
Fitting Refinement
Here we propose two methods to refine the fitted
values. First, the fitting quality relies on the number
of available linked users since insufficient training
data would hurt the performance of the regression
method. Recall that we can learn the user embeddings
for all the users on an e-commerce website. We create
a super user embedding vector v(sup) by averaging all
available user embeddings. When the training data is
limited, we require that the fitted vector should not
deviate from v(sup) too much.
Second, we fit each dimension separately with an
individual MART model. Based on our data analysis,
we found that the values of some dimensions from the
same user might be correlated. We compute pairwise
Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) for every two
dimensions using all the learnt user embeddings from
the e-commerce website, and construct the correlation
matrix WK×K , where each entry wi,j indicates the
correlation degree between two dimensions. We convert all negative values to zero.
We then propose to take into account both methods
(0)
to refine the initially fitted value vu in the following
way
min

X
X
(0)
(sup)
(vu,k − vu,k )2 + µ1
(vu,k − vu,k )2
k

+µ2

k

X
k,k0 ,k6=k0

wk,k0 (vu,k − vu,k0 )2 ,

(2)
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where µ1 and µ2 are the tuning parameters. The
parameter µ1 is used to “smooth” the data when the
number of training instances is small or a user has
very little microblogging information. While in other
cases, µ1 can be simply set to a small value, e.g., 0.05.
For µ2 , we have found a value of 0.05 usually gives
good performance. By setting the derivative w.r.t. vu,k
to 0, we derive an iterative formula as follows
(0)

vu,k ←

(sup)

P
+ µ2 k0 ,k0 6=k wk,k0 vu,k0
P
.
1 + µ1 + µ2 k0 ,k0 6=k wk,k0

vu,k + µ1 vu,k

(3)

Summary
We have built a single learner for each dimension
in the transformed feature representation vu using a
modified gradient boosting trees model. The reason
why we choose MART is that its components are
regression trees, and trees are shown to be effective
to generate high-order and interpretable knowledge
using simple plain features [14], [16], [17]. Note other
tree-based ensemble methods can apply here, such as
Random Forest (RF)[15]. In our experiments, we have
found MART is sightly better than RF, and therefore
we adopt MART as the fitting model.
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for the pair (u, p) with the lengths of Nα , Nβ and Nγ
(G)
(U )
(P )
respectively. Here, bj , bj and bj are the global,
user and product bias parameters respectively. The
latent vectors xj and yj capture the j-th user feature
and the j-th product feature respectively. Let {xj } and
{yj } denote the set of all user features and product
features respectively. Note that {xj } are shared by all
the users, {yj } are shared by all the products, and the
global features and bias values do not have any corresponding latent vectors. In summary, a user-product
pair corresponds to a feature vector concatenated by
global features, user features and product features.
The response value to be fitted indicates whether the
user has purchased the product or not.
Feature Coding with the Side Information
We discuss how to incorporate the user and product
information into the SVDFeature framework.
Coding users and products: For users, we reserve
the first |U| dimensions in the user input vector. Each
user u is coded as a vector of |U|-dimensional vector
consists of a “1” in the uth dimension and “0” in
other dimensions; Similarly, we can reserve the first
|P| dimensions in the product input vector to code
the products. Formally, we have
(
(u)
αj

=

1,
0,

j = u;
j 6= u.

(p)
βj

(
1,
=
0,

j = p;
j 6= p.

MENDATION

Once the MART learners are built for feature mapping, the original microblogging feature vectors au are
mapped onto the user embedding vu . In this section,
we study how to incorporate {au , vu } into the featurebased matrix factorization technique. In specific, we
develop our recommendation method based on the
recently proposed SVDFeature [18]. Our idea can also
be applied to other feature-based recommendation
algorithms, such as Factorization Machines [19].
4.1 The General SVDFeature Framework for Product Recommendation
SVDFeature [18] is built based on the traditional
matrix factorization approach, and it considers factorization in three aspects, namely global features
(also called as dyadic features), user features and item
features. It can be formulated for the task of product
recommendation as follows
(u)

=

(p)

(u,p)

r̂u,p (α , β , γ
)
X (G) (u,p) X (U ) (u) X (P ) (p)
µ+
bj γj
+
bj α j +
bj βj
j

+

X
j

j

>
(u)
αj xj

X

(4)

j


(p)
βj yj ,

j

where α(u) ∈ RNα , β (p) ∈ RNβ and γ (u,p) ∈ RNγ are
the input vectors consisting of the features of user
u, the features of product p and the global features

Coding microblogging attributes: Given a user u,
we use the dimensions from (|U| + 1)-th to (|U| + |A|)th to code her microblogging attribute vector au . For
(u)
i = 1 to |A|, we have α|U |+i = au,i . Here we follow
[20] to directly incorporate microblogging attributes.
In practice, a subset of features A0 can be identified
with expertise knowledge instead of using the full set
of features in A.
Coding user embeddings: Given a user u, we use
the dimensions from (|U|+|A|+1)-th to (|U|+|A|+K)th to code her distributed feature vector (user embed(u)
ding) vu . For k = 1 to K, we have α|U |+k = vu,k .
Coding product embeddings: Given a product p,
we use the dimensions from (|P| + 1)-th to (|P| + K)th to code the product embedding vp . For k = 1 to K,
(p)
we have β|P|+k = vp,k .
Coding the global user-product feature: Since we
have both user embeddings and product embeddings,
we can incorporate a global feature to denote a similarity degree between a user and a product. The idea
is that a user is more likely to buy a product which
is closer in the unified latent feature space, therefore
the corresponding entry should receive a larger global
bias value. We define a global feature as follows
(u,p)

γ1

= sim(vu , vp ),
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where the cosine similarity is used to implement
the function sim(·, ·).
With these coded features, for a user-product pair
(u, p), we have the following factorization formula

=

r̂u,p (α(u) , β (p) , γ (u,p) )
X (U ) (u) X (P ) (p)
(G) (u,p)
µ + b1 γ 1
+
bj αj +
bj β j +
j


xu +

|A|
X

au,i xi +

i=1

K
X

vu,k xk

> 

K
X
yp +
vp,k yk .

k=1

∂L
∂xi

=

−au,i ep>p0

=



K
X
u
−vu,k ep>p0 ∆yp,p0 +
yk0 ∆vp,p0 ,k0 + 2λ1 xk ,

=

u
u
−ep>p0 x̄

=

ep>p0 x̄ + 2λ2 yp0 ,

=

−ep>p0 vp,k x̄ − vp0 ,k x̄

=

−ep>p0 γ1

=

−ep>p0 βj

∂L
∂yk
∂L

k=1

(G)

We use Θ to denote the parameters to learn,
 (G) (U )
(P )
µ, b1 , {bj , xj }, {bj , yj } 5 .



=

∂L
∂yp
∂L
∂yp0

j

K
X



∂L
∂xu

∂L
∂xk

(5)
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∂b1
∂L

(P )

∂bj

u

−ep>p0

∆yp,p0 +

yk0 ∆vp,p0 ,k0

+ 2λ1 xu ,

k0 =1
u



K
X
∆yp,p0 +
yk0 ∆vp,p0 ,k0 + 2λ1 xi ,
k0 =1

k0 =1

u

+ 2λ2 yp ,

u

u

u

u

(u,p)

u

(p)

u

(u,p0 ) 

− γ1

(p0 ) 

− βj

+ 2λ2 yk ,
(G)

+ 2λ3 b1
(P )

+ 2λ4 bj

,

,

where ∆yp,p0 = yp − yp0 , ∆vp,p0 ,k0 = vp,k0
P|A|
u
ep>p0 = 1 − P r(r̂u,p > r̂u,p0 ), x̄u = xu + i=1
PK
P
K
p
k=1 vu,k xk and ȳ = yp +
k=1 vp,k yk .

Parameter Learning
We employ the pairwise ranking model for parameter
learning. Given a user u, we generate the positivenegative pairs of products (p, p0 ) in which u has
purchased p (called positive) but not p0 (called negative). The pairwise ranking model assumes that the
fitted value for the purchased product is larger than
the one that has not been purchased by a user, i.e.,
P r(r̂u,p > r̂u,p0 ). Furthermore, we use the sigmoid
function as the loss function

P r(r̂u,p > r̂u,p0 ) =

1
1 + e−(r̂u,p −r̂u,p0 )

− vp0 ,k0 ,
au,i xi +

Applications in Cold-Start Product Recommendation
With the learnt models, we can recommend products
from e-commerce websites to users in online social
networking websites. In this scenario, the only information available is the microblogging features of
users, i.e., au . Using MART, we can derive the fitted
user embeddings, i.e., v̂u = f (au ). We consider the
following variants to rank candidate products with
our proposed methods:
• Only with the fitted user embeddings

.
r̂u,p = bias +

X
K

> 
v̂u,k xk

yp +

k=1

Note that for pairwise ranking, we do not need to
(U )
learn the user bias parameters {bj }. With the above
partial-order rank probability function, the overall
regularized ranking loss function can be written as
follows

•

K
X


vp,k yk , (6)

k=1

With both the fitted user embeddings and microblogging feature vectors
r̂u,p = bias+

X
|A|

au,i xi +

i=1

K
X

v̂u,k xk

> 

K
X
vp,k yk ,
yp +

k=1

k=1

(7)

(P )

L

=

−

X

+

X

X

log

u∈U (p,p0 )∈Du

j

λ2 k

yj k22

1
−(r̂u,p −r̂u,p0 )

1+e

+λ3 k

(G)
b1

k22

+λ4

+

X

λ1 k xj k22

j

X

(P )

k bj

k22 ,

j

where Du denotes the positive-negative pairs for user
u, and λs are the coefficients for ridge regularization.
By minizing the loss function L, we use the stochastic
gradient descent method (SGD) to learn the model
parameters. Given a training instance consisting of
a user u and a positive-negative pair (p, p0 ), the
derivatives at this instance for updating the model
parameters are presented as follows

5. In order to simplify our notations, we use xi to denote x|U |+i , xk to
denote x|U |+|A|+k and yk to denote y|P|+k .

where bias = b(G) · simcos (v̂u , vp ) + bp . Note that all
the above ranking formulae do not use the user latent
vector xu . In another words, we do not require users
made any purchases before recommending products
to them. Thus, our proposed recommendation framework can be applied for cold-start recommendation.

5

E XPERIMENTS

We present experimental setup first before discussing
our results.
5.1

Experimental Setup

Our task requires data from both an e-commerce
website and an online social networking site.
E-commerce data. We used a large e-commerce
dataset shared by [6], which contains 138.9 million
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transaction records from 12 million users on 0.2 million products. Each transaction record consists of a
user ID, a product ID and the purchase timestamp.
We first group transaction records by user IDs and
then obtain a list of purchased products for each user.
Microblogging data. We used our previous data [5]
collected from the largest Chinese microblogging site
S INA W EIBO, in which we have retrieved a total of
1.7 billion tweets from 5 million active users within a
half-year time span from January 2013 to June 2013.
User linkage. We have found that W EIBO users
sometimes shared their purchase record on their microblogs via a system-generated short URL, which
links to the corresponding product entry on J ING D ONG. By following the URL link, we can obtain the
J ING D ONG account of the W EIBO user6 . We identified 23,917 linked users out of 5 million active users
by scanning tweets in this way. We first filter out
3,279 users with too little information on their W EIBO
public profiles. Next, we further divide users into
two groups. The first group contains users with more
than five product purchases, denote as Ddense . The
second group contains the remaining users, denoted
as Dsparse . The statistics of these linked users are
summarized in Table 2. For privacy consideration,
all the W EIBO IDs and J ING D ONG IDs of all linked
users are replaced by anonymized unique IDs, and all
their textual information and purchase information is
encoded with numeric symbols.
TABLE 2
Statistics of our linked user datasets.
Datasets

#users

#products

Ddense
Dsparse

15,853
4,785

98,900
6,699

5.2

Average
#products
52.0
2.6

Given a linked user u ∈ U L , we have the microblogging feature vector au extracted from W EIBO and the
user embedding vu learnt based on her J ING D ONG
purchase record. We use a regression-based approach
to fit vu with au for heterogeneous feature mapping,
and the fitted vector is denoted as v̂u . To examine
the effectiveness of the regression performance, the
Mean Absolute Error (MAE ) is used as the evaluation
metric
1
|T |

 X PK

k=1

u∈T

|vu,k − v̂u,k |
K


,

as in [13]; (3) MARTsample , which is our modified
implementation with feature sampling; (4) MARTboth ,
which is our modified implementation with feature
sampling and fitting refinement.
For user embedding fitting, we use Ddense for evaluation, since the users in Ddense have a considerable number of purchases for learning the ground
truth user embeddings using our modified para2vec
method, which are more reliable for evaluation. The
dataset Ddense is split by users into training set and test
set with three different #train
#test ratios, namely 1:1, 1:4
and 1:9. We use a similar evaluation method as N -fold
cross validation. Given the #train
#test ratio of 1 : N , each
fold will be treated as the training data exactly once
and the rest N − 1 folds are treated as the test data,
the process will be repeated N times and the final
results are averaged over N such runs. The number
of boosting iterations for all MART variants and the
values of µ1 and µ2 for MARTboth are optimized by
N -fold cross validation.
In Table 3, we can see that when the training data
is relatively large (ratio 1:1), all the MART variants
give similar results and they perform consistently
better than the simple CART. Interestingly, when the
size of training data becomes smaller, MARTsample
and MARTboth outperforms MARTold . In specific, the
performance gain achieved by MARTboth over the
other two MART variants is more significant with
smaller set of training data. These results show that
our modifications of feature sampling and fitting refinement are very effective.
TABLE 3
Performance comparisons of MAE results for fitting
user embeddings on Ddense . Smaller is better.

Average
#tweets
41.0
35.7

Evaluation on User Embeddings Fitting

M AE =

8

(8)

where |T | is the number of test users. We consider
three different comparison methods: (1) CART [14];
(2) MARTold , which is the original implementation
6. Note that when a user shares a purchase record on her microblog, she
will be notified automatically by S INA W EIBO that her J ING D ONG account
would be exposed to the public.

#train
#test

CART

MARTold

MARTsample

MARTboth

1/1
1/4
1/9

0.557
0.557
0.564

0.515
0.522
0.589

0.515
0.521
0.558

0.515
0.521
0.529

Relative attribute importance. Tree-based methods
offer additional feasibility to learn relative importance
of each attribute. Inspired by the method introduced
in [13], we calculate a statistic of the relative importance of each attribute for MART based on the training
data. Recall that in MART, each feature corresponds
to an attribute value. First, we traverse through all
the regression trees, and calculate for each feature its
contribution to the cost function by adding up the
contributions of all the nodes that are split by this
feature. Here we define feature contribution to be the
reduction of the squared error in the loss function.
For each attribute, we can sum up the contributions
of all of its possible attribute values as its overall
contribution.
The results are shown in Figure 3. We have the following observations: 1) The text attributes occupy the
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top two rank positions7 ; 2) Within the demographic
category, Gender and Interests are more important
than the others. 3) The social based attributes are
ranked relatively lower compared to the other two
categories. It seems that demographic attributes are
less important than text attributes in our dataset. One
possible reason is that many demographic attribute
values are missing in users’ public profiles on W EIBO.8
Nevertheless, the ranking of relative importance of
attributes does not entirely depend on their completeness proportion. For example, Interests is more
important than Latent group preference even though the
later has a larger completeness proportion. Another
possible reason is that the feature dimension for text
attributes is much larger than that of demographic attributes, e.g., Topic Distribution has fifty feature dimensions while Gender only has two feature dimensions.

Topic	
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  embedding	
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  group	
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Daily	
  ac5vity	
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Career	
  
Marital	
  status	
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20	
  

40	
  

60	
  

80	
  

100	
  

Fig. 3. Relative attribute importance ranking (corresponding to the features in Table 1).
We can also evaluate the importance of each attribute by conducting experiments on the traditional
product recommendation task. We use the standard
MF approach as a baseline and add attributes one at
a time using the SVDFeature framework discussed in
Section 4.1, then check the performance improvement
yielded by the added attribute. The attribute ranking
obtained in this way is similar to the ranking in Fig. 3,
but the gap between text attributes and demographic
attributes becomes smaller.
7. Although both topic distributions and word embeddings are
used to capture the semantic characteristics of user-generated text,
they have different focuses. Topic distributions are more suitable
to extract topical themes from text based on word co-occurrence
patterns (essentially taking the whole document as the context
window) while word embeddings are more suitable to capture
the semantics between words from local context windows, usually
comprising 3 words before and after the target word. Hence, we
keep both types of text features in our approach. It is worth noting
that our method is a tree-based approach, which can effectively
handle information redundancy, i.e., if a feature contains redundant
information given the tree that is being constructed, it will be
pushed to a lower rank during attribute selection.
8. In our dataset, the completeness proportion of demographic
attributes are as follows: Gender (100%), Interests (65.7%), Age
(36.7%), Education (26.3%), Career (12.9%) and Marital status
(4.6%); while for text and network attributes, the proportion of
completeness is about 99.1%, i.e., most users have published tweets
and followed some other users.

9

5.3 Evaluation on Cold-Start Product Recommendation
For cold-start product recommendation, we aim to
recommend products to microblog users without the
knowledge of their historical purchase records.
Construction of the Evaluation Set
The evaluation set splits users into training set and
test set. For the training set, we sample negative products with a ratio of 1:1 for each user, i.e., we have the
same number of negative and positive products. For
the test set, we randomly sample negative products
with a ratio of 1:50 for each user, i.e., each positive product would involve 50 negative products. All
negative products are sampled from the same product category as the corresponding positive one. For
example, for “iPhone 6”, we can sample “Samsung
Galaxy S5” from the “Mobile Phones” category as a
negative product.Given a user, we can generate a list
of candidate products consisting of both positive and
negative products. On average, a user has about 52
positive products and 2,600 negative products in our
experimental dataset, which is indeed a challenging
task. Similar to the evaluation scenario in Information
Retrieval, we would like to examine the performance
that a system ranks positive products over negative
products.
Methods to Compare
We consider the following methods for performance
comparison:
• Popularity (Pop): products are ranked by their
historical sale volumes.
• Popularity with Semantic Similarity (Pop++):
the ranking score is a combination of two scores:
(1) the popularity score S1 ; (2) the cosine similarity S2 between product description and user text
information, including profile, tweets and tags.
The two scores are combined by log(1 + S1 ) ×
log(1 + S2 ).
• Embedding Similarities (ES): Similarity scores
v̂u> · vp between a user embedding v̂u and a
list of product embeddings vp are used to rank
products.
• MF with user attributes (MFUA): User attributes
(including user profile and topic distributions)
are incorporated into the basic matrix factorisation algorithm for product rating prediction
[7]. For fairness, we also use the pairwise loss
function to train the model.
• FM without User Interactions (FMUI): Rendle
[20] applied the Factorization Machines (FM) for
“follow” recommendation in KDDCup 2012. It
has been found that similar performance was
obtained with or without the interactions of user
features. FM without user feature interactions is
equivalent to SVDFeature. We reimplement this
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method in the SVDFeature framework with our
extracted microblogging features.
• ColdE : Our proposed approach which uses the
fitted user embedding features and product embedding features (Eq. 6).
• ColdD+E : Our proposed approach which uses the
microblogging features, the product embedding
features and the fitted user embedding features
(Eq. 7). Especially, we only use demographic
attributes here, since they have been shown important to product recommendation [21], [5].
• Cold++ : Since the user and product embeddings
can be learned for all the users and products
respectively in the e-commerce website, we can
train ColdE with all the users in U, not limited
to the linked users U L . This variant is called
Coldenhanced .
We set the regularization coefficient to a 0.004, the
iteration number to 50 and the factor number to 32 for
all the methods. We use the CBOW architecture to learn
the embedding vectors based on the purchase records
from all the non-linked users and the partial purchase
records from linked users in our training set. The
number of dimensions of embedding vectors is set
to 50. The user embedding features in the test sets for
settings are set to the values fitted
different #training
#test
using MARTboth . For Coldenhanced , we add additional
10,000 randomly selected non-linked users from U
into the training set.
Evaluation Metrics for Product Recommendation
Five widely used metrics are used for the evaluation of product recommendation results, including
P recision@k, Recall@k, the Mean Average Precision
(MAP), the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and the area
under the ROC Curve (AUC).
Experimental Results on Ddense
We first evaluate the performance of product recommendation on Ddense , where δ% linked users are used
as the training data, and the remaining (100 − δ)%
linked users as the test data. To examine the performance with varying amount of training data, we set δ
to 80, 50, 20 and 10, which correspond to the #training
#test
Split Ratios (SR) of 4:1, 1:1, 1:4 and 1:9 respectively.
The results of different methods for overall product
recommendation are presented in Table 5. It can be
observed that:
• Apart from the simple baseline Popularity, which
does not rely on any training data, the performance of all other methods improves with the
increasing size of the training data. Popularity
appears to be a competitive baseline for cold-start
recommendation due to the fact that negative
products are selected from the same product categories as the positive ones. By incorporating the
semantic similarity between users and products,

•

•
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it leads to negligible performance change, which
indicates the simple surface similarity cannot well
capture the purchase preferences.
FMUI performs better than MFUA on the dataset
with the split ratios of 1:1 and 4:1, but is worse
with the other two ratios. A possible reason is
that FMUI involves all the microblogging attributes and thus potentially requires more training data for a better performance. When the training data is limited, FMUI cannot gather sufficient
statistics for some microblogging attributes due
to data sparsity.
Our proposed Cold variants are consistently better than the baselines. Interestingly, Coldenhanced
is not sensitive to the amount of training data,
which gives rather stable performance across
all the three ratios. By incorporating additional
demographic attributes, ColdD+E is consistently
better than ColdE , and the improvement seems
more significant when the training data is abundant (at the ratio of 1:1). When the training
data is limited, Cold++ outperforms all the other
methods. But with more training data, it performs
slightly worse than ColdD+E .

TABLE 4
Performance comparisons of different methods on
cold-start product recommendation. ∗ indicates that
our Cold method is significantly better than the best
baseline at the level of 0.01.
SR

4:1

1:1

1:4

1:9

Methods
Pop
Pop++
ES
MFUA
FMUI
ColdE
ColdD+E
Cold++
Pop
Pop++
ES
MFUA
FMUI
ColdE
ColdD+E
Cold++
Pop
Pop++
ES
MFUA
FMUI
ColdE
ColdD+E
Cold++
Pop
Pop++
ES
MFUA
FMUI
ColdE
ColdD+E
Cold++

P@10
0.175
0.175
0.117
0.212
0.226
0.237
0.243∗
0.239
0.175
0.175
0.117
0.210
0.215
0.222
0.229∗
0.226
0.175
0.175
0.117
0.202
0.186
0.216
0.218
0.220∗
0.175
0.175
0.117
0.193
0.172
0.205
0.206
0.217∗

R@50
0.215
0.215
0.195
0.245
0.253
0.265
0.270∗
0.261
0.215
0.215
0.195
0.240
0.241
0.251
0.257∗
0.255
0.215
0.215
0.195
0.231
0.225
0.243
0.248
0.249∗
0.215
0.215
0.195
0.230
0.225
0.234
0.238
0.245∗

MAP
0.120
0.120
0.115
0.136
0.145
0.155
0.159∗
0.157
0.120
0.120
0.115
0.130
0.125
0.142
0.146∗
0.146
0.120
0.120
0.115
0.126
0.131
0.137
0.137
0.140∗
0.120
0.120
0.115
0.118
0.117
0.128
0.129
0.138∗

MRR
0.380
0.380
0.267
0.495
0.502
0.512
0.527∗
0.517
0.380
0.380
0.267
0.469
0.481
0.484
0.508∗
0.497
0.380
0.380
0.267
0.449
0.389
0.475
0.477
0.484∗
0.380
0.380
0.267
0.439
0.411
0.461
0.473
0.482∗

AUC
0.669
0.669
0.653
0.701
0.730
0.751
0.771∗
0.763
0.669
0.669
0.653
0.681
0.687
0.724
0.734∗
0.730
0.669
0.669
0.653
0.693
0.670
0.700
0.705
0.715∗
0.669
0.669
0.653
0.678
0.668
0.683
0.685
0.695∗

Experimental Results on Dsparse
We have examined the performance of product recommendation on frequent buyers above. In real-world
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applications, “long-tail” users (i.e., those with few
purchases) are prevalent in e-commerce Websites.
Therefore, an effective recommender system should
also be capable of generating recommendations for
these users. We use the users in Ddense as the training
data for both user embedding fitting and matrix factorization learning, and consider the users in Dsparse
as the test data for product recommendation. Since
the users in Dsparse have fewer than five purchases,
we only report the performance of Recall@k but
not P recision@k. We also use MAP, MRR and AUC
as evaluation metrics. We can observe from Table
5 that our proposed method ColdE is consistently
better than all the baselines, which indicates that the
effectiveness of recommendation for long-tail users.
TABLE 5
Performance comparisons of different methods on
cold-start product recommendation on Dsparse . ∗
indicates that ColdE is significantly better than the
best baseline at the level of 0.01.
Methods
Pop
Pop++
MFUA
FMUI
ColdE

MAP
0.175
0.175
0.251
0.252
0.275∗

MRR
0.125
0.175
0.337
0.337
0.363∗

R@10
0.120
0.120
0.419
0.421
0.458∗

AUC
0.684
0.684
0.718
0.720
0.757∗

Scalability Analysis
We present the scalability analysis for our model
ColdE .9 We first analyze the time complexity for
both offline parameter training and online product
recommendation. For offline parameter training, the
cost of training the MART models is Ntree × C̄tree ,
where Ntree is the number of trees and C̄tree is
the average cost for generating a decision regression
tree. Then, the SGD method to train ColdE has the
computational complexity of O(nLF̄ |D|), where n
is the iteration number, L is the number of latent
factors, F̄ is the average number of non-zero features
for a training instance and |D| is the training data
size. In practice, we have found that SGD converges
quickly and usually converges in 30 − 50 iterations
on our training set. For online product recommendation,
when a new user arrivees, we first generate the fitted
user embedding features, at most incurring a cost of
hmax ×Ntree , where hmax is the maximum tree height.
When making recommendation, we use Eq. 6 to score
each candidate product. In Eq. 6, a user incurs a cost
of K × L additions and K multiplications to derive
PK
and L
k=1 v̂u,k xk and a cost of L multiplications
PK
additions for dot product, while yp + k=1 vp,k yk for
9. The Cold model is implemented in C++ and the MART model
is implemented in JAVA. We run the program (single-thread) in the
server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v2 2.10GHz and Ubuntu
14.04 LTS.
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all the products are pre-computed. To generate recommendation, we further need a cost of Nlist × log Nlist
for ranking candidate products for a user, where Nlist
is the length of candidate product list.
While for space complexity, our major cost consists
of space for MART models and latent factors. MART
models take up a cost of O(N̄node × C̄node × Ntree ),
where N̄node and Cnode denotes the average number
of nodes in a MART tree and the average space cost
for a single node respectively. We have a cost of
(|U| + |P| + K) × L to store latent factors. Compared to
traditional matrix factorization, it incurs an additional
cost of K × L. In practice, K is usually set to 50∼200.
We summarize the time and space cost for ColdE in
Table 6.10 It can be observed that our method is very
efficient in online recommendation. When dealing
with extremely large datasets, the training process can
be performed in a distributed way by using SGD,
and the test process can still be efficient since it only
involves the MART tree traversal and latent vector
operations.
TABLE 6
Running time and memory costs for our approach on
Ddense with the split #train
#test ratio of 1:1.
Phases

#users

Training

7,927

Test

7,926

Time (sec.)
563 (MART)
304 (ColdE )
13.8 (MART)
5.1 (ColdE )

Space (MB)
4.67 (MART)
15.72 (ColdE )
4.67 (MART)
15.72 (ColdE )

Parameter Analysis
For our methods, an important component is the
recurrent neutral networks, which can be set to two
simple architectures, namely CBOW and Skip-gram.
We present the comparison results of our method
ColdE using these two architectures in Table 7. We
can see that the performance of using Skip-gram is
slightly worse than that of using CBOW11
We also examine how the performance varies with
different number of embedding dimensions from 50 to
150 with a gap of 25. We observe that the performance
is relatively stable with the varying number of embedding dimensions. This is not surprising since the
MART models fit each dimension independently. The
optimal performance of ColdE was obtained when the
dimension number is 100, which is only slightly better
than that of 50. Thus, using 50 embedding dimensions
10. For each user, we consider a candidate list of m positive
product and 50 × m negative products, where m is the actual
number of purchases.
11. Here Skip-gram and CBOW correspond to the variants of PVDBOW and PV-DM for Paragraph Vector respectively. As indicated
in [9], PV-DM generally works better than PV-DBOW, which is
consistent with our findings. The major reason is that in CBOW
(Fig. 2) the target product is emitted conditioned on both the user
embedding and the surrounding product embeddings, which naturally captures both sequential purchase context and user preference.
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TABLE 7
Performance comparisons of ColdE using two
different architectures.
#training
#test

Architectures

P@10

MAP

MRR

1:1

CBOW
Skip
CBOW
Skip
CBOW
Skip

0.222
0.220
0.216
0.213
0.205
0.204

0.142
0.138
0.137
0.133
0.128
0.123

0.484
0.472
0.475
0.462
0.461
0.458

1:4
1:9

would be sufficient for our recommendation tasks
considering the trade-off between performance and
computational complexity. For matrix factorization
methods, an important parameter to set is the number
of latent factors. We use ColdE and MFUA as a
comparison and vary the number of latent factors
from 16 to 80 with a gap of 16. The performance of two
methods is relatively stable with different numbers of
latent factors, and ColdE is consistently better than
MFUA.
5.4 Revisiting the Effectiveness of the Distributed
Representations of Users and Products
In the previous section, we have shown that the
learnt product and users embeddings are effective
to improve the recommendation performance. In this
section, we give more insights into the effectiveness
of the distributed representations.
Insights into Product Embeddings
First, we take the learnt product embeddings to conduct a quantitative similarity analysis in order to
find out whether the learned product embeddings
can discriminate products from different categories
or brands. We compute the average similarity score
between product pairs from (1) different categories
and brands (DCDB); (2) same category but different
brands (SCDB); and (3) same category and same
brand (SCSB). As it is infeasible to calculate the similarity scores for all possible product pairs in J ING D ONG, we sample 10 million product pairs randomly
for each type of product pairs for computation. The
results are as follows: simDCDB = 0.0217, simSCDB =
0.2719 and simSCSB = 0.4406. The average similarity
score of simSCDB > simDCDB indicates the product
embeddings learned are indeed very different for
products under different categories; while simSCSB >
simSCDB indicates the product embeddings have a
good discriminative power for brands12 .
Insights into User Embeddings
We take the learnt user embeddings to conduct a
quantitative similarity analysis in order to find out
12. All the improvement is signifiant at the confidence level of 0.01.
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whether the learned user embeddings can identify
users with similar purchase history.
Given a user u, we build two groups of users,
denoted by GuA and GuB . GuA contains the top K most
similar users (a.k.a. K nearest neighbours) of user u,
which are identified by the Jacarrd coefficient in terms
of purchase history; GuB contains K randomly selected
users. We would like to examine whether the user
embedding vectors can discriminate a user in GuA from
another one in GuB .
Given user u together with GuA and GuB , we can
(u)
(u)
derive two similarity values simA and simB , which
are the average similarities with the users in GuA and
the users in GuB respectively for user u. We use the
cosine function to compute the similarity between
two user embedding vectors. K is set to 30 in our
experiments. In this way, we can obtain two arrays
(u)
(u)
of similarity values {simA }u∈U and {simB }u∈U . By
constructing the paired t-test, the results have shown
(u)
that the values in {simA }u∈U are significantly larger
(u)
than those in {simB }u∈U at the level of 0.001. The
(u)
(u)
average similarities for {simA }u∈U and {simB }u∈U
are 0.090 and 0.031 respectively.
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R ELATED W ORK

Our work is mainly related to three lines of research:
Recommender systems. In recent years, the matrix
fatortization approach [12], [22] has received much
research interests. With the increasing volume of Web
data, many studies focus on incorporating auxiliary
information [23], [1], [24], [25], [26] into the matrix
factorization approach. Two typical frameworks of
such studies are the SVDFeature [18] and Factorization Machine [19].
There has also been a large body of research work
focusing specifically on the cold-start recommendation problem. Seroussi et al. [7] proposed to make
use of the information from users’ public profiles and
topics extracted from user-generated content into a
matrix factorization model for new users’ rating prediction. Zhang et al. [27] propose a semi-supervised
ensemble learning algorithm. Schein [28] proposed a
method by combining content and collaborative data
under a single probabilistic framework. Lin et al. [10]
addressed the cold-start problem for App recommendation by using the social information from Twitter.
Trevisiol et al. Zhou et al. [16] experimented with
eliciting new user preferences using decision trees
by querying users’ responses progressively through
an initial interview process. Moshfeghi et al. [29]
proposed a method for combining content features
such as semantic and emotion information with ratings information for the recommendation task. Liu et
al. [30] identified representative users whose linear
combinations of tastes are able to approximate other
users.
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Cross-domain recommendation. One of the key techniques for cross-domain recommendation is Transfer
Learning [31], [32], and the idea is to learn transferable knowledge from the source domain, and further
apply it in a target domain. Singh [33] proposed
collective matrix factorization to estimate the relations
of multiple entities by factorizing several matrices
simultaneously while sharing parameters in the latent
space. Li [34] attempted to transfer user-item rating
patterns from an auxiliary matrix in another domain
to the target domain through Codebooks. Hu [35]
and Zhao [36] extended transfer learning to triadic
factorization and active learning for cross-domain
recommendation, respectively.
Social network mining. We follow the early commercial mining studies on social networking websites. Hollerit et al. [37] presented the first work on
commercial intent detection in Twitter. Zhao et al.
[5] first proposed to route products from e-commerce
companies to microblogging users. Our work is also
related to studies on automatic user profiling [38] and
cross-site linkage inference [39].
Our work is built upon these studies, especially in
the areas of cross-domain and cold-start recommendation. Though sharing some similarities, we are dealing
with a very specific task of highly practical value,
cold-start product recommendation to microblogging
users. To the best of our knowledge, it has not been
studied on a large data set before. The most relevant
studies are from [40], [41] by connecting users across
eBay and Facebook. However, they only focus on
brand- or category-level purchase preference based on
a trained classifier, which cannot be directly applied
to our cross-site cold-start product recommendation
task. In addition, their features only include gender,
age and Facebook likes, as opposed to a wide range of
features explored in our approach. Lastly, they do not
consider how to transfer heterogeneous information
from social media websites into a form that is ready
for use on the e-commerce side, which is the key
to address the cross-site cold-start recommendation
problem.

7 C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied a novel problem,
cross-site cold-start product recommendation, i.e., recommending products from e-commerce websites to microblogging users without historical purchase records.
Our main idea is that on the e-commerce websites,
users and products can be represented in the same
latent feature space through feature learning with
the recurrent neural networks. Using a set of linked
users across both e-commerce websites and social networking sites as a bridge, we can learn feature mapping functions using a modified gradient boosting
trees method, which maps users’ attributes extracted
from social networking sites onto feature representations learned from e-commerce websites. The mapped
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user features can be effectively incorporated into a
feature-based matrix factorisation approach for coldstart product recommendation. We have constructed a
large dataset from W EIBO and J ING D ONG. The results
show that our proposed framework is indeed effective
in addressing the cross-site cold-start product recommendation problem. We believe that our study will
have profound impact on both research and industry
communities.
Currently, only a simple neutral network architecture has been employed for user and product embeddings learning. In the future, more advanced deep
learning models such as Convolutional Neural Networks13 can be explored for feature learning. We will
also consider improving the current feature mapping
method through ideas in transferring learning [31].
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